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What is project NAPKIN?

5A
MODEL

A UKRI ‘Future Flight Challenge’ project building understanding of the conditions to 
enable the introduction of Zero-carbon Emissions Flights (ZEF) in UK domestic air travel
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• Payload: 750kg
• Max range: 300km
• High hydrogen prices limit initial 

uptake 
• Net zero policy support would 

make use increasingly 
favourable

2025-30: The first flights take off from smaller airports, as 
zero-carbon emissions aircraft “start small and scale”

“Start Small” Opportunities – Gain knowledge 
on issues such as regulatory controls, 

compliance and safety

Supply Chain – Scale-up of green hydrogen to 
enable zero-carbon aviation services essential

Infrastructure – No major infrastructure 
required by airports – hydrogen delivered by 

road
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250km

9-seat retrofit GH2 (Cranfield Aerospace)
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2030-35: Regional routes take hold. Market penetration 
depends on hydrogen prices and retrofit choices made

Policy choice – Retrofit as a “stepping stone”, with 
government intervention required – or wait for clean 

sheet 5 years later?

Network assuming 2035 central H2 prices and 50-seat clean 
sheet design

Infrastructure – Still no major infrastructure 
required. Road/river delivery with airport storage 

sufficient in London City example

Noise – The low number of H2 aircraft at London 
City has no impact on overall noise profile 

• Payload: 5,000kg
• Range: 1,500km
• Uptake on routes between 

regional airports and London 6
• At low hydrogen prices, uptake 

on competitive London-Scotland 
and Northern Ireland routes

• At high hydrogen prices, uptake 
falls to zero on capacity-
constrained airports
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40-seat LH2 Fuel Cell (GKN Aerospace)

Network assuming 2035 central H2 prices and 48-seat retrofit 
design
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to support liquid hydrogen fuelled services

• Payload: 9,000kg
• Range: 2,650km
• Clean sheet narrowbody aircraft 

capable of operating on short 
haul network

• 50 seat aircraft remain 
competitive on many UK 
domestic routes

• For hub airports, hydrogen 
movements could account for 
>15% of movements

Commercial – Airports may need/ choose to 
implement new business models – e.g. H2 hub

Infrastructure – hydrogen storage required, 
liquefaction facilities to consider (with large power 

demand), distribution to aircraft to consider

Operations – Impact on turnaround times and 
airport ops to research further. Noise impact positive 

– generally quieter than forecast baseline fleet
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90-seat LH2 GT (Rolls-Royce)
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Operational Readiness

What next? 

European Solution Transition to a zero-carbon emissions flight requires a coordinated answer across UK-EU to 
align technology, timelines, regulation. 

Hydrogen supply & delivery

Research and innovation

Critical focus for policymakers and industry across UK-EU – accelerate the production of 
“green” hydrogen

Coordination among airports required for the development of common hydrogen refuelling 
infrastructure

There are big research requirements currently. Such as passengers attitudes. NAPKIN initial 
findings show that Londoners want sustainability without changing the flight experience

NAPKIN final report This summer – providing a view on the future zero-carbon UK aviation network and how it 
can be accelerated.


